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In his explosive debut thriller, Christopher Reich tells the harrowing story of a young man willing to risk everything-

-his career, his integrity, and even his life--to hunt down his father's killer. Set in the secret, labyrinthine world of

Swiss banking, Numbered AccountNumbered Account, with its detail and intelligence, could have been written only by an insider--the

author himself worked at a major Swiss bank for three years. 

Former U.S. marine and Harvard Business School graduate Nicholas Neumann seems to have it all: a dream job, a

beautiful fiance, a future bright with promise. But beneath the dazzling veneer of this golden boy is a man haunted

by the brutal killing of his father seventeen years before. And when new evidence implicates the venerable United

Swiss Bank in the crime, Nick finds himself willing to do whatever it takes to uncover the truth.

Leaving behind everything he holds dear, Nick takes a job in Zurich with the United Swiss Bank, and is soon plunged

into a world where everything--loyalty, power, even life and death--can be bought and sold for the right price. As the

secrets of the venerable bank are laid bare, suddenly Nick knows far too much--about the offer he never should have

accepted, about the money he never should have handled, about the woman he never should have loved. And as the

darkness gathers around him, Nick is faced with a shattering truth: To catch the criminal who murdered his father,

he must become a criminal himself.

A work of searing intelligence and sheer storytelling genius, Numbered AccountNumbered Account is one of those rare thrillers that not

only make you sweat, but make you think.
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BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Christopher Reich's The Prince of Risk.
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Through the eyes of Christopher Reich, dive into the corrupt world of international high finance. In his debut novel,

Reich offers a realistic and gritty "day-in-the-life" perspective on working in the world's financial mecca. For Nick

Neumann, an ex-marine turned Harvard MBA with a gorgeous fiancée and an elite position at Morgan Stanley, life is

good--until his mother's untimely death opens old wounds and rehashes questions regarding his father's unsolved

murder. Nick wants the truth and is willing to sacrifice his career, love, and future for a crack at untangling the

mystery surrounding his father's death. To do this, he takes a job at the prestigious United Swiss Bank, the venerable

financial cornerstone of Geneva and his father's former employer. Before he can begin his investigation, however,

disturbing events come into play: One portfolio manager is dead, another had a "nervous breakdown," and his

training manager is jumping ship to cast accounts with their staunch enemy. All of the managers have one thing in

common: they each oversaw a multimillion-dollar numbered account owned by the mysterious Pasha. If that isn't

enough, the DEA steps in and orders Nick to serve up Pasha on a silver platter. Being the embodiment of American

ideals, Nick takes matters into his own hands and is caught in a ruthless conspiracy that stretches around the world

and into his personal life. Peppered with murder, revenge, and first-rate espionage, Numbered Account is a thinking

person's thriller, a refreshing break from the old standbys.
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Leaving behind everything he holds dear, Nick takes a job in Zurich with the United Swiss Bank, and is soon plunged

into a world where everything--loyalty, power, even life and death--can be bought and sold for the right price. As the

secrets of the venerable bank are laid bare, suddenly Nick knows far too much--about the offer he never should have

accepted, about the money he never should have handled, about the woman he never should have loved. And as the
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